Remifentanil patient controlled analgesia for patients unable to tolerate lithotripsy with enteral analgesia
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Abstract

Background: Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy is an effective treatment for kidney stones which does not require general anaesthesia and can be performed as a daycase procedure. The fragmentation of calculi can be painful and various analgesic regimens have been described. A small minority of our patients are unable to tolerate ESWL with enteral analgesia. We offered a repeat ESWL treatment with remifentanil Patient Controlled Analgesia (R-PCA) to this group.

Methods: Patients were given oral paracetamol 1g and 100mg rectal diclofenac before ESWL. Remifentanil PCA was prepared to provide a 0.5mcg/kg bolus with 2 minute lockout with dose increase as necessary. The primary outcome measure was ESWL energy level tolerated and was compared between groups with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Secondary outcomes included pain score, sedation score and adverse effects.

Results: Twenty-one patients were treated with adjuvant R-PCA for one (n=21), two (n=7) or three (n=1) ESWL sessions. All patient were able to tolerate a significantly higher ESWL power level with R-PCA compared to enteral analgesia (p<0.01). Sedation was minimal (all sedation scores ≥ 3) with a low incidence of side effects.

Conclusion: Patients treated with R-PCA tolerated a significantly higher ESWL power level and all patients completed the treatment. These patients were maintained on their intended treatment modality and avoided the operative and anaesthetic risks of alternative procedures such as ureteroscopy. On demand bolus PCA allows accurate titration of opiate to pain and is safe to use with the limited resources available in the ESWL suite. The combination of this delivery method with the minimal sedation and rapid elimination of remifentanil proved effective and safe with few adverse effects.
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Background

The extracorporeal use of shock wave treatment for renal calculi in humans was first described in 1980 [1]. Since then, it has developed into a cornerstone of modern urological practice. Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) refers to the targeting of a shockwave onto a calculus to cause fragmentation. The shockwaves are weak, causing minimal damage to tissue through which they are transmitted but then focussed into maximal intensity at the surface of the calculus or focal point (F2). The pain experienced during ESWL is directly proportional to the energy density of the shockwave as it passes through the skin. The high energy density of the early lithotripters such as the Dornier HM3 required regional or general anaesthesia for the patient. With further advances in equipment and technology, energy levels used were much lower and therefore analgesia requirements decreased [2].

Simple enteral analgesics like diclofenac can provide comparable analgesia to opiates for ESWL. [3] Patients in our centre are given 1 gram of oral paracetamol and 100 milligrams of rectal diclofenac before treatment. They are provided with co-codamol 1g/16mg upon discharge. Less than 2% of our patients given enteral analgesia are unable to complete ESWL treatment due to pain.

The lithotripsy suite is a small area with limited space for complex monitoring equipment. For the patients who are unable to tolerate ESWL with enteral analgesia, an analgesic technique is required which provides effective analgesia with rapid onset and recovery. Patient controlled analgesia (PCA) refers to the delivery of a prescribed quantity of intravenous analgesic upon depression of a control button by the patient. It allows the patient to obtain analgesia without delay, and has safety mechanisms to prevent overdose. Remifentanil (GlaxoSmithKline) is an ultra short-acting synthetic opioid analgesic. It is metabolised by plasma and tissue esterases and therefore accumulation does not occur. The context sensitive half-time, a measurement of drug elimination, for remifentanil is 3.2 minutes compared to 47.3 minutes for alfentanil. [4] It is an ideal drug for short procedures which require potent analgesia with a rapid recovery and early patient discharge. This study evaluated tolerance of ESWL with adjuvant R-PCA in those patients unable to complete treatment with enteral analgesia.
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Materials and Methods

Patients and Exclusion Criteria
Patient unable to complete ESWL treatment due to pain were offered a repeat treatment with adjuvant R-PCA. Exclusion criteria included patients under the age of 16, with a contraindication to daycase treatment or history of adverse reaction to opioid analgesia.

Dosage and Treatment
The study population group were treated on a named patient basis and so did not meet criteria requiring formal ethics committee approval. Patients were consented on an individual basis as to the indications, risks and benefits of the procedure and the off-licence use of remifentanil PCA. Patients were nil by mouth for 6 hours preceding treatment. A 100mg diclofenac suppository and 1g oral paracetamol were given pre-procedure. A consultant anaesthetist prepared remifentanil PCA to provide a 0.5mcg/kg bolus with a 2 minute lockout. This dose was increased as necessary. Patient sedation was minimised by not administering a background infusion. The anaesthetist monitored the patient throughout treatment. Calculus appropriate ESWL (Storz Modulith SLX Lithotripter) was administered. Success was defined by the ESWL energy level tolerated. After the treatment, the patient was monitored in recovery and discharged if pain control was adequate and there were no symptoms of nausea or vomiting.

Outcome Measures
The primary outcome was ESWL energy level achieved. Secondary outcomes included pain score (Visual Analogue Scale from 1-100), sedation score (1- unresponsive to 5- awake) and adverse effects. If calculus clearance required further ESWL, outcome analysis was repeated separately from the primary R-PCA treatment.

Statistical Analysis
The ESWL energy level achieved was compared between treatment groups using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Graphpad Prism v5, Graphpad Software Inc). Statistical significance was taken as p<0.05.

Results

Patients and Exclusion Criteria
Over a two year period, 21 patients were unable to tolerate ESWL treatment due to pain. All accepted the invitation to return for treatment with adjuvant R-PCA. Mean age was 40 years old (range 16-67) with 12 male and 9 female patients. 29 treatment episodes were analysed. Patients were unable to tolerate treatment with enteral ESWL and were treated once (n=21), twice (n=7) or three times (n=1) with adjuvant R-PCA.

Dosage and Treatment
For primary R-PCA ESWL, the median remifentanil bolus requirement was 0.5mcg/kg (range 0.5-0.75mcg/kg). The mean total dosage was 4.4mcg/kg (range 2.3- 7.9mcg/kg). All patients tolerated the intended treatment of 3200 shocks at energy level 6. The length of treatment was 25-30 minutes.

Outcome Measures
All patients were able to tolerate a higher ESWL power level with R-PCA compared to enteral analgesia (Graph 1). The median primary treatment energy level achieved was significantly higher than during prior treatment with enteral analgesia (p<0.01). VAS for primary R-PCA treatment is shown in Graph 2.

Adverse Effects
Seven patients required supplementary oxygen during the procedure, 1 patient received atropine for bradycardia on second treatment and there were no recorded hypotensive episodes. Sedation was minimal with all patients scoring 3 or above. One patient required admission overnight with pain and vomiting secondary to stone fragmentation and passage.

Discussion
In this study, we demonstrate that adjuvant R-PCA treatment results in a significant increase in ESWL target energy level tolerated. This effect persists with repeat treatment. Patients who could not tolerate ESWL with enteral analgesia crossed over into the R-PCA treatment group. Although there was no control group, the effect of both analgesic regimens were
studied in the same population which eliminated group variability. Anaesthetic supervision was mandatory to monitor and treat side effects of treatment.

The mechanism of pain during ESWL is poorly understood. Cavitation of blood and cellular fluid may cause tissue disruption with stimulation of nociceptors. Pain perception is dependent on shockwave factors but also patient pain tolerance. Weber et al., found a range of Threshold of Pain (TP) and Maximal Tolerable Pain (MTP) during ESWL for different patients. 35% of patients given no analgesia were able to tolerate ESWL. [5] Effective analgesia is important for ESWL to ensure minimisation of patient movement and allow stone targeting and fragmentation. For those patients unable to tolerate ESWL due to pain, options include an alternative stone treatment modality such as ureteroscopy under general anaesthesia, or an alternative analgesic regimen to improve tolerance of ESWL. The minimum effective analgesic concentration (MEAC) is the concentration at which pain effective analgesia is achieved. Intermittent physician administered analgesia may result in multiple troughs below MEAC resulting in pain and poor treatment tolerance. [6] The advantage of PCA is accurate titration of analgesia to patient pain with fewer troughs below MEAC resulting in decreased analgesic requirements compared to physician administered analgesia. [7] The advantage of a PCA opiate such as remifentanil with a short context-sensitive half-time is that of effective analgesia, minimal sedation and rapid recovery. The combination of a proven analgesic delivery system with a fast acting opiate is demonstrated in our study, with all patients able to complete treatment at target energy level and only one patient requiring admission afterwards due to ESWL associated side effects.

The two main dosing methods for PCA are continuous infusion with demand dosing, or demand dosing alone. Continuous infusion with demand dosing may lead to inappropriately high plasma opiate levels with respiratory depression as a background infusion continues irrespective of demand button use. Beloil et al., compared remifentanil and sufentanil during ESWL. No difference in analgesic efficacy, surgeon or patient satisfaction or respiratory depression during ESWL was demonstrated. Patients given remifentanil had less respiratory depression, nausea and vomiting after ESWL than those given sufentanil. [8] It has been shown that a lower basal remifentanil infusion rate decreases the side effects of treatment (nausea, vomiting, itching and dizziness) with no difference in VAS compared to a higher infusion rate. [9] A bolus delivery with no basal infusion dose may lead to a faster recovery with no change in patient comfort or overall satisfaction. [10] In our study, we did not administer a basal infusion and provided a bolus dose, with dose escalation as required. If the patient became sedated, they were unable to depress the demand button and so the sedation wore off without further opiate administration. This negative feedback loop was an important safety feature due to the limited facilities available in the confines of the lithotripsy suite.

This small study was limited to those patients unable to complete their primary treatment modality due to pain. All of these patients then underwent the investigational treatment with no control group. Some of the effect seen may have been due to the enteral and parenteral analgesics working in combination on multiple pain pathways. The disadvantages of R-PCA include the need for supervision at all times by an anaesthetist and the monitoring and delivery equipment required for treatment. The adverse effects of intravenous opiates include nausea, vomiting, sedation and respiratory depression and the recognition and treatment of these is of paramount importance. Previously, the primary alternative treatment for a patient unable to tolerate ESWL would have been ureteroscopy under general anaesthesia. The advantage of an effective analgesic treatment for this small group of patients is that they are maintained on their intended treatment modality without the associated risks of general anaesthesia and operative management.

Conclusions

The combination of an ultra short-acting opiate like remifentanil with a proven delivery device like PCA has been shown to be effective. The majority of our patients undergoing ESWL tolerate the procedure with simple enteral non-opiate analgesia and we would advocate the continuation of this as a first line treatment. For those unable to tolerate this, R-PCA is a useful adjunct and allowed effective treatment in all cases.
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